
 

Carton Packaging Line HCKX-560+HCZX-550 
 

 
 
Haichina Machinery Co.,Ltd is one of the best carton packaging line manufacturers and 
suppliers in China, equipped with productive factory, welcome to buy discount and high-quality 
carton packaging line products from us and check the price with us. 
 
HCKX-560 Erecting machine is a packaging machine that opening the box, and make the 
shape, fold. It can connect with Flow packed machine, Overwrapping machine, cartoner 
(cartoning machine), filling machine, sealing machine, strapping machine etc. 
  
Main features of carton case erecting machine: 
 
Automatically finish opening boxes, make the shape. Fold in meanwhile can stick the tape itself. 
Save plenty workers and time as will. 
Suitable for many kinds of stable in any kinds of boxes adjusting different sized boxes in very 
short times. 
Entirely machinery working stable in any kind of working time, and good shaped appears after 
packing. 
International system, the machinery parts all from the famous international brands easy for 
worker to operate easy for worker to maintain. 
Automatically correcting the right angles for the boxes. 
  
Main technical parameters of erecting machine: 
 

Model HCKX-560 

Box dimension L(200-560)mm*W(180-420)mm*H(80-430)mm 

Power of suppy AC220V 50HZ,0.14KW 

Air pressure 0.5-0.7Mpa 

Weight 700kg 

Outline dimensions 1800*1980*1550mm 

 
 
 
 



HCZX-550 Carton Case Filling Machine 
 
Such as setting the layer and paper card, just input the numbers on the touch screen. Layer can 
set for single layer or more. Paper card can set bottom and top, or put it each layer. Because 
the machine designs simple and adjustable, make the machine easy for control and operation. It 
can connect with Flow packed machine, Overwrapping machine, cartoner (cartoning machine), 
filling machine, sealing machine, strapping machine etc. 
 
This model of carton case filling machine can fill object and paper in same time, make the 
machine construction compactly and novel style. 
This series of machine control system made up by sensor, PLC, electrical valve, cylinder. 
Machine running precisely. 
This model of case filling machine is adjustable, one machine and finished different size of 
carton case filling job. 
  
Main Technical Parameters of Filling Machine 
 

Model HCZX-550 

Power of supply AC 220V 50HZ,0.6Kw 

Max.packaging size 500*500*500mm 

Min.Packaging size 250*250*300mm 

Packing speed 1-8 carton/min 

Air consumption 0.4-0.6Mpa 

Weight 500kg 

Outline dimensions 2850*1150*2200mm 

 
 


